
ATTACHMENT 7 
ADDENDUM TO FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 87-EIR-3 

 
Ellwood Quarry Revised Conditional Use Permit and Reclamation Plan 

CA Mine ID# 91-42-0020 
 

TO: Decision-Makers 
 
FROM: Lisa Plowman, Director, Planning and Development 
  Staff Contact: Errin Briggs 
 
DATE: March 2, 2021 
 
RE:  Ellwood Quarry Revised Conditional Use Permit and Reclamation Plan Project 
  17RVP-00000-00082 to 02CUP-00000-00006 & 
  18RVP-00000-00016 to 02RPP-00000-00001 
  APN: 079-100-017 
 
CEQA DETERMINATION:  
Because 87-EIR-3 was adopted for the ongoing Ellwood Quarry Mining and Reclamation Project, 
CEQA Guidelines § 15162 states that no subsequent EIR or ND shall be prepared unless one or 
more of the following have occurred: 1) substantial changes are proposed in the project which will 
require major revisions to the Supplemental EIR due to the involvement of new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects; 2) substantial changes will occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project 
is undertaken which will require major revisions to the Supplemental EIR due to the involvement 
of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously 
identified significant effects; or 3) new information of substantial importance which was not 
known and could not have been known at the time the previous Supplemental EIR was certified 
as complete has become available. 
 
There are no substantial changes or changed circumstances under which the proposed project is to 
be undertaken. As described below, no new significant environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects under the adopted 
Environmental Impact Report (87-EIR-3) have been found with the proposed project. Further, 
there is no new information that the proposed project will have one or more significant effects not 
discussed in the adopted 87-EIR-3. The project proposes the same uses as previously analyzed, the 
analysis contained within 87-EIR-3 addresses the impacts that would be associated with the 
proposed project, and identifies measures that would mitigate those impacts to a less than 
significant level. Mitigation measures identified in 87-EIR-3 are incorporated into the conditions 
of approval of revision Case No. 17RVP-00000-00082 to Conditional Use Permit Case No. 
02CUP-00000-00006.  
 



Because none of the conditions in CEQA Guidelines § 15162 have occurred, no subsequent EIR 
is required for this project. Therefore, an Addendum to 87-EIR-3 is the appropriate document for 
the proposed time extension to 02CUP-00000-00006 and 02RPP-00000-00001 to extend the 
mining end date by 25 years.  
 
Finding that CEQA §15164 (Addendum to an EIR or ND) applies to the Ellwood Quarry revised 
Conditional Use Permit and Reclamation Plan Project, Case No. 17RVP-00000-00082 to 02CUP-
00000-00006 and 18RVP-00000-00016 to 02RPP-00000-00001. CEQA §15164 allows an 
addendum to be prepared when only minor technical changes or changes which do not create new 
significant impacts would result. Because the project revisions meet the conditions for the 
application of Public Resources Code Section 21166 and State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164, 
preparation of a new subsequent EIR or EIR is not required and this Addendum to Environmental 
Impact Report (87-EIR-3) may be used to fulfill the environmental review requirements for Case 
Nos. 17RVP-00000-00082 and 18RVP-00000-00016. 
 
LOCATION: 
This site is identified as Assessor Parcel Number 079-100-017, located on Ellwood Ranch about 
one-half mile north of Cathedral Oaks Road near the western end of the City of Goleta, Third 
Supervisorial District. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
Ellwood Quarry was originally proposed (and approved) in 1987 as a replacement for the Pulice 
Ranch Quarry, a nearby similar sand mine that had operated since 1962 and was nearing exhaustion 
of material reserves.  The Pulice Ranch Quarry, located about 1,000 feet east of Ellwood Quarry, 
was closed and the site reclaimed in 1992.  At that time, mining operations commenced at Ellwood 
Quarry. The primary offsite effect of the proposed Ellwood Quarry operation, the truck traffic 
required for sand transport, was limited by the conditions of approval of 86-CP-060 to the existing 
level of truck trips associated with the Pulice Ranch Quarry.  Thus, no new truck traffic was found 
to be associated with the Ellwood Quarry and impacts on Traffic and Circulation were determined 
to be less than significant in 87-EIR-3.  
 
Ellwood Quarry has operated over the past two decades in compliance with the conditions of 
approval of 02CUP-00000-00006 and 02RPP-00000-00001.  Mitigation measures required during 
initial development of the quarry to address project impacts have been implemented.  Required 
annual inspections by County staff have not identified any problems associated with this facility 
and have consistently found the facility to be in compliance with project conditions and SMARA 
standards. 
 
In 1998 and 1999, construction of the nearby Winchester Commons and Mountain View housing 
developments occurred.  During this period, complaints were received by the County regarding 
dust generation and truck traffic noise associated with the temporary construction and the pre-
existing Ellwood Quarry operations. As the new housing developments are now completed, such 
a concentration of earth-moving and construction activity in the local area is not anticipated to 
recur. 
 
 



PROPOSED PROJECT:   
 
The project request is for a revision (Case No. 17RVP-00000-00082) to Conditional Use 
Permit 02CUP-00000-00006 and a revision (Case No. 18RVP-00000-00016) to Reclamation 
Plan 02RPP-00000-00001 to extend the life of the existing mining operation for 25 years to 
December 31, 2043. The existing Reclamation Plan was approved by the County Planning 
Commission in 2002 and the Conditional Use Permit (CUP) was approved by the Board of 
Supervisors in 2003. The CUP is scheduled to expire in August of 2018 while the Reclamation 
Plan is scheduled to expire on December 31, 2022. Sand excavated from the Ellwood Quarry 
is used for a number of construction, landscaping, and commercial purposes. All of the 
excavated material is saleable product and no mining waste is generated. Topsoil is 
stockpiled for use in reclamation. The total excavation volume approved under 02CUP-
00000-00006 is 1,028,250 cubic yards. Of this total, 332,300 cubic yards of material remains 
within the limits specified in the original CUP and Reclamation Plan. At an average annual 
production rate of 16,000 cubic yards per year, it would require approximately 21 years to 
complete mining. Modification of the Reclamation Plan expiration date is requested. No 
other changes to the Reclamation Plan are proposed. Upon termination of mining, all mining 
equipment will be removed from the site.  The truck scale, fuel tanks and office will remain 
for use as part of the ongoing Ellwood Ranch agricultural operations.  The existing 
sedimentation basin located downstream of the mining site will remain. Ellwood Quarry is 
operated Monday through Friday (except national holidays) from 7:00 am to 4:30 pm. Sand 
is transported from the quarry site during these hours via large trucks operated by the 
quarry and by customers of the quarry. The project site is zoned AG-II-100, totaling 191 
acres on Assessor’s Parcel Number 079-100-017, and located at 1300 Ellwood Ranch Road 
in Goleta, CA, Third Supervisorial District. 
 
CHANGES IN PROJECT IMPACTS:  
 
The environmental effects of the Ellwood Quarry were evaluated in environmental impact report 
87-EIR-3 as part of project approval in 1987. As indicated above, the proposed revision of the 
Conditional Use Permit to extend the life of the mining operation by 25 years reflects lower than 
anticipated material sales over the past decade and not an increase in mining area or the volume of 
excavation over the original approval. Daily operations at the quarry would continue with no 
substantial change over current conditions. 
 
Agricultural Impacts 
The Ellwood Quarry is located within agricultural preserve 77-AP-047. In accordance with the 
Williamson Act (1965), any commercial agricultural use is permitted within an agricultural 
preserve, however, local governments can identify compatible uses permitted within a preserve 
via a use permit (California Department of Conservation 2004). The County’s Uniform Rules, 
governing the Agricultural Preserve program addresses the use of preserve land for mining 
purposes. Uniform Rule #4 says that “the mining, extraction and quarrying of natural resources 
are compatible to an agricultural preserve…”  
 
The proposed project would have no new agricultural impacts, but would allow ongoing impacts 
to occur over a longer period of time. The agricultural areas that would be impacted from the 



extended phasing of mining activities would be reclaimed in accordance with SMARA. The 
Reclamation Plan identifies end uses of open space and agriculture. Agricultural impacts 
associated with the proposed project are addressed by 87-EIR-3 and conditioned by 17RVP-
00000-00082 to 02CUP-00000-00006 and 18RVP-00000-00016 to 02RPP-00000-00001. 
Therefore, the project would not increase the severity of existing impacts to agriculture previously 
analyzed under the 1987 Environmental Impact Report.  
 
Aesthetics Impacts 
The view of the quarry cut slope from offsite public viewing places is identified in 87-EIR-3 as a 
potentially significant (Class II) impact.  In order to reduce this impact to a less than significant 
level, several measures were required under 86-CP-060.  These include the maintenance of a 8-10 
foot high berm on the southern side of the excavation area, limitations on the timing of excavation 
of the south-facing slope, a prohibition against the sidecasting of excavated sand over the south-
facing slope, a prohibition on development of a new access road on the southern side of the quarry, 
and revegetation of the exposed cut slope as soon as possible. Ellwood Quarry has operated in 
conformance with these requirements and the current application does not propose that they be 
changed.  
 
At the time of preparation of 87-EIR-3, the “most significant source of potential visual impact of 
the project” was the view of the site from US Highway 101. This is no longer an issue as the 
subsequently-developed Winchester Commons housing project has blocked all views of the quarry 
from Highway 101. The quarry is currently visible from several short segments of the new 
extension of Cathedral Oaks Road and from the east-bound segment of Calle Real from the 
Winchester Canyon overpass to the western end of Cathedral Oaks. The “Phase I” slope above the 
active quarry area is underlain by dark sandstone and silts of the Sespe Formation and visually 
appears similar to the surrounding hillside areas. Only a narrow horizontal band of light-colored 
sand in the active quarry area is visible. The quarry does not dominate the view from these points 
and only the upper portion of the quarry slope is visible. In any case, no new impacts on visual 
resources are anticipated. 
 
Cumulative – 87-EIR-3 identified that impacts to visual resources were less than significant with 
mitigation. The EIR further determined that residual impacts were not significant. The time 
extension project would allow a continuation of existing cumulative visual/aesthetic impacts that 
with mitigation, would remain less than significant. Because the proposed project would continue 
site operations, aesthetic impacts associated with the proposed time extension are equal to or less 
than what was identified in the original EIR. 
 
Air Quality Impacts 
Emissions from sand transport trucks are identified in 87-EIR-3 as a significant and unavoidable 
impact on air quality. 87-EIR-3 analyzed the project assuming a total of 96 truck trips per day (48 
trips in and 48 trips out). Operations in the past have exceeded 90 trips per day. The proposed 
revised Conditional Use Permit would reduce the current limit of 96 trips per day to 40 trips per 
day (20 trips in and 20 trips out). Recent existing operations average 12 truck trips per day (6 trips 
in and 6 trips out) at the quarry and represent existing conditions. The level of quarry operations 
evaluated in 87-EIR-3 anticipated a production rate of 80,000 to 100,000 cubic yards of sand per 
year. The actual average production over the previous eleven reported years (2006 - 2016) of 



quarry operation has been only 13,963 cubic yards per year and represents the CEQA baseline. 
The average production rate is not expected to be exceeded over the remaining life of the mine. 
Thus, the annual vehicle exhaust emissions from the sand transport trucks have been and would 
continue to be reduced from that estimated in 87-EIR-3. Similarly, fugitive dust from truck sand 
loads and excavation activities would be less than estimated in 87-EIR-3.  
 
Although greenhouse gases were not originally analyzed in 87-EIR-3, the applicant provided a 
complete air emissions calculation package to the County for this time extension request 
(Attachment 2), which was reviewed by the Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District 
(APCD). The air emission calculation package accounted for existing site operations as baseline, 
compared against the total potential emissions for the proposed time extension. The air emissions 
associated with the proposed time extension fall below APCDs thresholds of significance for 
particulates as well as greenhouse gases. While the time extension project would allow a 
continuation of existing on-site impacts originally considered significant by 87-EIR-3, the 
proposed time extension project would not exceed levels analyzed in 87-EIR-3 or current County 
CEQA air thresholds. As proposed, the project is consistent with 87-EIR-3 and existing mitigation 
measures identified in 87-EIR-3 are appropriate. No further environmental review would be 
necessary. 
 
Cumulative – 87-EIR-3 identified that cumulative air quality impacts related to Nitrous Oxide 
emissions (NOx) was significant (Class I). The EIR identified options for mitigating cumulative 
impacts to air quality including limiting grading in surrounding projects to the extent feasible, 
phasing surrounding development projects and limiting the amount of NOx emissions generated 
at the site. While the surrounding development identified in the cumulative projects table in 87-
EIR-3 has been built out, the time extension project would allow a continuation of existing on-site 
impacts originally considered significant by 87-EIR-3, and therefore, cumulative air quality 
impacts associated with NOx emissions would remain significant but would not substantially 
increase the previously-identified significant impact. Further, because the proposed project would 
reduce the level of peak hour and daily trips, air quality impacts associated with the proposed time 
extension are equal to or less than what was identified in the original EIR. 
 
Noise Impacts 
Noise generated by quarry operations and by sand transport trucks arriving and departing the site 
was identified as a potentially significant (Class II) impact in 87-EIR-3. Measures to reduce noise 
generation to a less than significant level were incorporated into the original Conditional Use 
Permit (86-CP-060) and remain a requirement of existing Conditional Use Permit (02CUP-00000-
00006).  These measures include the maintenance of an 8-10 foot berm in front of the active 
excavation area and limits on the hours of operation (7:00 am to 4:30 pm).  No change in these 
requirements is proposed. The proposed project would have no new noise impacts, but would allow 
ongoing impacts identified in 87-EIR-3 to occur over a longer period of time. The project would 
not generate any increases in noise levels. Thus, no new impacts would be anticipated as a result 
of the proposed revised permit.  
 
Cumulative – 87-EIR-3 identified that the quarry project would contribute to cumulative noise 
impacts in the surrounding area but that such impacts would not be significant with the 
implementation of mitigation measures included in the EIR. Similarly, the time extension project 



would allow a continuation of existing noise impacts in the surrounding area but such impacts 
would continue to be less than significant with mitigation. Because the proposed project would 
reduce the level of peak hour and daily trips, noise levels associated with truck traffic for the 
proposed time extension are less than what was identified in the original EIR. 
 
Traffic and Circulation Impacts 
Impacts on traffic and circulation due to truck trips associated with sand deliveries from Ellwood 
Quarry are determined in 87-EIR-3 to be less than significant. This finding is based on the 
limitation of truck trips to the historic level associated with the adjacent and now-closed Pulice 
Ranch Quarry.  The proposed revised Conditional Use Permit would reduce the current limit of 96 
trips per day (48 trips in and 48 trips out) to 40 trips per day (20 trips in and 20 trips out). As 
proposed, the project is consistent with 87-EIR-3 and no additional impacts related to traffic and 
circulation are anticipated. 
 
Cumulative – 87-EIR-3 identified that the quarry project would contribute to cumulative traffic 
impacts and included mitigation for cumulative impacts to traffic including a requirement to pay 
fees toward the County “Road Improvement Trust Fund.” The applicant provided a June 22, 2018 
“Baseline and Cumulative Traffic Analysis” prepared by Associated Transportation Engineers 
(ATE) for the project (Attachment 1). The ATE report describes existing conditions of the area 
road network, levels of service and a cumulative analysis. Cumulative traffic volumes were 
forecast for the study-area roadways and intersections assuming development of the approved and 
pending projects located within the study area. The report concludes that cumulative traffic would 
operate at LOS B or better at study-area intersections. The report also concludes that the Project 
generates 1 to 3 trips during the A.M. peak hour and 0 trips during the P.M. peak hour at study-
area intersections. Because the proposed project would reduce the level of peak hour and daily 
trips, traffic levels associated with the proposed time extension are less than what was identified 
in the original EIR. 
 
FINDINGS: 

It is the finding of the Planning and Development Department that the previous environmental 
document, as herein amended, may be used to fulfill the environmental review requirements of the 
current project. Because the current project meets the conditions for the application of State CEQA 
Guidelines §15164, preparation of a new EIR is not required. 
 
Discretionary processing of the Ellwood Quarry revised Conditional Use Permit and Reclamation 
Plan Project, Case No. 17RVP-00000-00082 to 02CUP-00000-00006 and Case No. 18RVP-
00000-00016 to 02RPP-00000-00001, may now proceed with the understanding that any 
substantial changes in the proposal may be subject to further environmental review. 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 

 
1. Associated Transportation Engineers Baseline and Cumulative Traffic Analysis dated 

June 22, 2018  
2. Ellwood Quarry Air Analysis dated December 1, 2017 
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